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Abstract
In this paper we make an attempt to extend L. Schwartz’s classical
result on spectral synthesis to several dimensions. Due to counterexamples
of D. I. Gurevich this is impossible for translation invariant varieties.
Our idea is to replace translations by proper euclidean motions in higher
dimensions. For this purpose we introduce the basic concepts of spectral
analysis and synthesis in the non-commutative setting based on Gelfand
pairs, where ”translation invariance” will be replaced by invariance with
respect to a compact group of automorphisms. The role of exponential
functions will be played by spherical functions. As an application we
obtain the extension of L. Schwartz’s fundamental result.
1 Notation and terminology
In this paper we propose a general setting for spectral analysis and synthe-
sis on non-commutative locally compact groups. It is clear that exponentials
and exponential monomials, which serve as basic building blocks for spectral
synthesis on commutative groups will not be able to play a similar role on non-
commutative groups. Nevertheless, some commutative ideas can be utilized
in the case of Gelfand pairs. In our approach exponentials will be replaced
by spherical functions and translation invariance will be replaced by invari-
ance with respect to a given compact subgroup, in particular, to a compact
group of automorphisms. We apply these ideas in the case of the Gelfand pair
pRn, SOpnqq, where the classical concept of ”translation invariance” in spectral
synthesis will be replaced by invariance under Euclidean motions. It turns out
that this ”spherical spectral synthesis” can be considered as a generalization of
L. Schwartz’s classical spectral synthesis result from the reals to Rn.
Although the basics of the theory of spherical functions and Gelfand pairs
can be found in [1] (see also [2]) here we include all necessary concepts and
results – for the sake of completeness.
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In this paper C denotes the set of complex numbers. For a locally compact
group G we denote by CpGq the locally convex topological vector space of all
continuous complex valued functions defined on G, equipped with the pointwise
operations and with the topology of uniform convergence on compact sets. For
each function f in CpGq we define qf by qfpxq “ fpx´1q, whenever x is in G.
It is known that the dual of CpGq can be identified with the space McpGq of
all compactly supported complex Borel measures on G which is equipped with
the pointwise operations and with the weak*-topology. The pairing between
CpGq and McpGq is given by the formula
xµ, fy “
ż
f dµ .
We shall use the following theorem, describing the dual of McpGq. A more
general theorem together with the proof can be found in [4], 17.6, p. 155.
Theorem 1. Let G be a locally compact group. For every weak*-continuous
linear functional F : McpGq Ñ C there exists a unique continuous function
f : GÑ C such that F pµq “ µpfq for each µ in McpGq.
The measure qµ is defined by
xqµ, fy “ xµ, qfy
for each µ in McpGq and f in CpGq.
Convolution in McpGq is defined by
xµ ˚ ν, fy “
ż
fpxyq dµpxq dνpyq
for each µ, ν in McpGq and x in G. Convolution converts the linear space
McpGq into a topological algebra with unit δe, e being the identity in G.
Convolution of measures in McpGq with arbitrary functions in CpGq is de-
fined by the similar formula
µ ˚ fpxq “
ż
fpy´1xq dµpyq
for each µ in McpGq, f in CpGq and x in G. It is clear that, equipped with the
action f ÞÑ µ ˚ f , the space CpGq is a topological left module over McpGq.
In what follows K will always denote a compact subgroup in G with normed
Haar measure ω. We recall that ω is left invariant, right invariant and inversion
invariant.
The function f in CpGq is called bi-K-invariant, or simply K-invariant if it
satisfies
fpkxlq “ fpxq
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for each x in G and k, l in K. All K-invariant functions form a closed subspace
in the topological vector space CpGq, which we denote by CpG{{Kq. Clearly, qf
is K-invariant, if f is K-invariant.
For each f in CpGq the function defined by
f#pxq “
ż
K
ż
K
fpkxlq dωpkq dωplq,
for x in G is called the projection of f . Obviously, f# is K-invariant, further
the function f in CpGq is K-invariant if and only if f# “ f . We note that if
G is Abelian, then the space CpG{{Kq can be identified with CpG{Kq. Clearly,
pf#qq“ p qfq# holds for each f in CpGq.
A measure µ in McpGq is called K-invariant, if
xµ, fy “ xµ, f#y
holds for each f in CpGq. We also define the projection µ# of µ by the equation
xµ#, fy “
ż
G
ż
K
ż
K
fpkxlq dωpkq dωplq dµpxq
for each f in CpGq. Obviously, µ# is in McpGq and it is K-invariant, further
xµ#, fy “ xµ, f#y. It follows that the measure µ in McpGq is K-invariant if
and only if µ# “ µ.
A special role is played by the projections of the evaluation functionals δy
defined by
xδy, fy “ fpyq
for each y in G and f in CpGq, hence
xδ#y , fy “ f
#pyq “
ż
K
fpkylq dωpkq dωplq.
Using these measures we define K-translation by y in G for each f in CpGq as
the function τyf defined by the equation
τyfpxq “ δ
#
y´1
˚ fpxq “
ż
K
ż
K
fpkylxq dωpkq dωplq
for each x in G. In particular, for each K-invariant function f we have
τyfpxq “
ż
K
fpykxq dωpkq
whenever x, y are in G. A subset H in CpG{{Kq is called K-translation in-
variant, if for each f in H and y in G the function τyf is in H . A closed K-
translation invariant linear subspace of CpG{{Kq is called a K-variety. Clearly,
the intersection of any family of K-varieties is a K-variety. The intersection
of all K-varieties including the K-invariant function f is called the K-variety
generated by f , or simply the K-variety of f , and it is denoted by τpfq. This is
the closure of the linear space spanned by all K-translates of f .
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2 The dual of CpG{{Kq
The following theorem describes the space of all continuous linear functionals
of the space CpG{{Kq, that is, the dual space CpG{{Kq˚.
Theorem 2. The dual of CpG{{Kq is identical with the set of the restrictions
of all K-invariant measures in McpGq to CpG{{Kq.
Proof. Suppose that λ is in CpG{{Kq˚ and we define
xrλ, fy “ xλ, f#y
for each f in CpGq. Then obviously rλ is in McpGq. We have
xprλq#, fy “ xrλ, f#y “ xλ, f##y “ xλ, f#y “ xrλ, fy
for each f in CpGq, hence rλ is K-invariant. If f is in CpG{{Kq, then f “ f#
and we infer
xrλ, fy “ xrλ, f#y “ xλ, f##y “ xλ, f#y “ xλ, fy,
hence rλ coincides with λ on CpG{{Kq. This shows that λ is the restriction of a
K-invariant measure in McpGq.
Conversely, it is clear that the restriction of every K-invariant measure in
McpGq to CpG{{Kq is a linear functional on CpG{{Kq, hence it is an element of
CpG{{Kq˚.
The dual of CpG{{Kq will be denoted by McpG{{Kq. It follows from the
previous theorem that with the convolution of measures restricted toMcpG{{Kq
the latter is a topological algebra with unit δe. Further, CpG{{Kq is a left module
over McpG{{Kq with the ordinary convolution f ÞÑ µ ˚ f . Closed submodules
of this module are exactly the K-varieties. Left, right and two-sided ideals in
McpG{{Kq are called left K-ideal, right K-ideal and K-ideal, respectively.
Theorem 3. All finitely supported K-invariant measures form a dense subal-
gebra in McpG{{Kq.
Proof. Let µ be a K-invariant measure and let pναqαPA be a generalized se-
quence of finitely supported measures in McpGq converging to µ in the weak*-
topology. Then pν#α qαPA is a generalized sequence of finitely supported measures
in McpG{{Kq converging to µ
# “ µ in the weak*-topology.
3 Orthogonal complements and annihilators
Theorem 4. Let I be a left K-ideal. Then
IK “ tf : f P CpG{{Kq, xµ, fy “ 0 for each µ P Iu
is a K-variety.
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Proof. Clearly, IK is a closed linear space in CpG{{Kq. Let f be in IK and y in
G, then we have for each µ in I
xµ, δ#
y´1
˚ fy “
ż
G
ż
K
ż
K
fpkylxq dωpkq dωplq dµpxq “
ż
G
ż
G
fpuxq dδ#y puq dµpxq “
ż
G
fptq dpδ#y ˚ µqptq “ xδ
#
y ˚ µ, fy “ 0,
as δ#y ˚ µ is in I.
Theorem 5. Let V be a K-variety. Then
V K “ tµ : µ P McpG{{Kq, xµ, fy “ 0 for each f P V u
is a closed left K-ideal.
Proof. Obviously, V K is a closed linear subspace in McpG{{Kq. Let µ in V
K,
ν in McpG{{Kq, and f in V . Then we have to show that
xν ˚ µ, fy “
ż
G
fpxyq dνpxq dµpyq “ 0.
As convolution in McpG{{Kq is continuous in both variables, it is enough to
prove this for ν “ δ#u , by Theorem 3, where u is in G. On the other hand, we
have, as above
xδ#u ˚ µ, fy “ xµ, δ
#
u´1
˚ fy “ 0,
by the K-translation invariance of V .
Obviously, the statement remains true if we assume only that V is a K-
translation invariant set.
Theorem 6. For each K-variety V we have V KK “ V . For each closed left
K-ideal I we have IKK “ I.
Proof. Obviously, we have V KK Ě V and IKK Ě I.
Suppose now that V KK Ľ V . Consequently, there is a function f in V KK
such that f is not in V . By the Hahn–Banach Theorem, and by Theorem 2,
there is a λ in McpG{{Kq such that xλ, fy ‰ 0, and λ vanishes on V . This
means that λ is in V K, and f is not in V KK, a contradiction. Hence V KK “ V .
Similarly, suppose that IKK Ľ I and let µ be in IKK such that µ is not in
I. As I is closed, by the Hahn–Banach Theorem, there is a linear functional
Λ in the dual space McpG{{Kq
˚ such that Λ annihilates I but Λpµq ‰ 0. By
Theorem 1, every weak*-continuous linear functional on a dual space arises
from an element of the original space, that is, there is an fΛ in CpG{{Kq with
Λpνq “ xν, fΛy holds for each for each ν in McpG{{Kq. As Λ annihilates I we
have
Λpνq “ xν, fΛy “ 0
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for each ν in I, hence fΛ is in I
K. On the other hand,
0 ‰ Λpµq “ xµ, fΛy,
a contradiction, as µ is in IKK. The proof is complete.
Besides orthogonal complements V K and IK we consider annihilators as
follows. As CpG{{Kq is a topological module over the algebra McpG{{Kq, the
annihilators of subsets in CpG{{Kq, resp. in McpG{{Kq have the usual meaning
from module theory. Let V , resp. I be a K-variety, resp. a left K-ideal. Then
the annihilator of V in McpG{{Kq, resp. of I in CpG{{Kq is defined as
Ann V “ tµ : µ P McpG{{Kq and µ ˚ f “ 0 for each f in V u,
resp.
Ann I “ tf : f P CpG{{Kq and µ ˚ f “ 0 for each µ in Iu.
Clearly, AnnV , resp. Ann I are closed subspaces in McpG{{Kq, resp. in
CpG{{Kq. We shall use the notation
qH “ t qf : f P Hu, qL “ tqµ : µ P Lu.
for each subset H in CpGq and L in McpGq.
Lemma 1. For each K-variety V and left K-ideal I we have
AnnV “ pqV qK, Ann I “ pqIqK.
Proof. Let µ be in Ann V and f in V , then we have
xµ, qfy “ ż
G
fpx´1q dµpxq “ µ ˚ fpeq “ 0,
hence µ is in pqV qK. Conversely, let µ be in pqV qK and f in V . Then
µ ˚ fpxq “ µ# ˚ fpxq “
ż
G
fpy´1xq dµ#pyq “
ż
G
ż
K
ż
K
fpky´1lxq dωpkq dωplq dµpyq “
ż
G
ż
K
fpy´1lxq dωplq dµpyq “
ż
G
ż
K
qfpx´1lyq dωplq dµpyq “ xµ, δ#x ˚ qfy “ 0
as qV is K-variety, hence δ#x ˚ qf is in qV .
To prove the second statement we suppose that f is in pqIqK and µ is in I.
We can proceed as follows:
µ ˚ fpxq “ pµ ˚ fqqpx´1q “ ż
G
pµ ˚ fqqptq dδx´1ptq “
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ż
G
“
pµ ˚ fqq‰# ptq dδx´1ptq “
ż
G
pµ ˚ fqqptq dδ#
x´1
ptq “
pµ ˚ fqpt´1q dδ#
x´1
ptq “ δ#
x´1
˚ pµ ˚ fqpeq “ pδ#
x´1
˚ µq ˚ fpeq “
xδ#
x´1
˚ µ, qfy “ xpδ#
x´1
˚ µqq, fy “ 0,
as δ#
x´1
˚ µ is in I. Conversely, if f is in Ann I and µ is in qI, then qµ is in I and
we infer
0 “ qµ ˚ fpeq “ ż
G
fpt´1q dqµptq “ xµ, fy,
hence f is in pqIqK.
Corollary 1. For each K-variety V and closed K-ideal I we have
Ann pAnn V q “ V, Ann pAnn Iq “ I.
4 Gelfand pairs
We call pG,Kq a Gelfand pair if the algebra McpG{{Kq is commutative.
Obviously, this is the case, for instance, if G is commutative. We note that,
although this definition is formally different from the one used in [1] (see also
[2]) Theorem 2 and Theorem 9 below show that the two definitions coincide.
Theorem 7. pG,Kq is a Gelfand pair if and only if the measures pδ#y qyPG form
a commuting family.
Proof. The necessity is obvious, and the sufficiency follows from Theorem 3 and
from the separate continuity of convolution in McpG{{Kq.
Let CcpGq denote the space of compactly supported continuous complex val-
ued functions onG with the inductive limit topology of the subspaces of continu-
ous complex valued functions with support in a given compact subset, equipped
with the topology of uniform convergence. If λ is a fixed left Haar measure on
G, then with the convolution
ϕ ˚ ψpxq “
ż
G
ϕpt´1xqψptq dλptq
CcpGq is a topological algebra. For each ϕ in CcpGq we define
xµϕ, fy “
ż
G
fpxqϕpxq dλpxq
whenever f is in CpGq.
Theorem 8. The mapping ϕ ÞÑ µϕ is a continuous algebra homomorphism of
CcpGq into McpGq and its image is dense in McpGq.
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Proof. Let F pϕq “ µϕ for each ϕ in CcpGq. As the support of λ is G, hence
suppµϕ “ suppϕ. Then, clearly, the mapping F : CcpGq Ñ McpGq is linear.
On the other hand, if pϕαqαPA converges to ϕ in CcpGq, then let L be a compact
set in G such that all the supports of the ϕα’s are in L. As limα }ϕα´ϕ}8 Ñ 0
we have for each f in CpGq
|xF pϕαq, fy ´ xF pϕq, fy| ď
ż
L
|ϕαpxq ´ ϕpxq||fpxq| dλpxq ď
}ϕα ´ ϕ}8
ż
L
|fpxq| dλpxq Ñ 0,
which proves the continuity of F . Let ϕ, ψ be in CcpGq, then we have for each
f in CpGq
xF pϕαq ˚ F pψαq, fy “ xµϕ ˚ νϕ, fy “
ż
G
fpxyqϕpxqψpyq dλpxq dλpyq “
ż
G
fpzq
“ż
G
ϕpxqψpx´1zq dλpxq
‰
dλpzq “ xµϕα˚ψα , fy “ xF pϕα ˚ ψαq, fy,
hence F is an algebra homomorphism. Finally, the last statement follows by
regularization.
Corollary 2. Suppose that G is unimodular. Then the restriction of the map-
ping ϕ Ñ µϕ to CcpG{{Kq maps CcpG{{Kq into McpG{{Kq and its image is
dense in McpG{{Kq.
Proof. We have to show only that if ϕ is K-invariant, then µϕ is K-invariant,
too. Using the notation F from the previous theorem we can write for each f
in CpGq and for each k, l in K
xµϕ, fy “
ż
G
fpxqϕpxq dλpxq “
ż
G
fpkxlqϕpkxlq dλpxq “
ż
G
fpkxlqϕpxq dλpxq.
Integrating over K ˆK we have
xµϕ, fy “
ż
G
ż
K
ż
K
fpkxlqϕpxq dωpkq dωplq dλpxq
“
ż
G
f#pxqϕpxq dλpxq “ xµϕ, f
#y “ xµ#ϕ , fy,
that is, µ#ϕ “ µϕ, hence µϕ is K-invariant.
Let µ# be in McpG{{Kq and pϕαqαPA in CcpGq such that
lim
α
µϕα “ µ.
Then obviously
lim
α
µ#ϕα “ limα
µ
ϕ
#
α
“ µ#,
and the proof is complete.
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Theorem 9. Let G be unimodular. Then pG,Kq is a Gelfand pair if and only
if the convolution algebra CcpG{{Kq is commutative.
Proof. The necessity is obvious and the sufficiency is a consequence of the pre-
vious theorem.
Using the fact that C8 functions form a dense subset in CcpGq with respect
to the sup norm, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 3. Suppose that G is unimodular. Then the restriction of the map-
ping ϕÑ µϕ to CcpG{{Kq X C
8pGq has a dense image in McpG{{Kq.
For the proofs of the following results see e.g. [2].
Theorem 10. (C. Berg) If pG,Kq is a Gelfand pair, then G is unimodular.
Theorem 11. Suppose that there exists a continuous involutive automorphism
θ : GÑ G such that θpxq is in Kx´1K holds for each x in G. Then pG,Kq is
a Gelfand pair.
Corollary 4. Suppose that there exists a continuous involutive automorphism
θ : GÑ G such that the subgroup of all θ-fixed points K is compact, and every
element x of G can be written in the form x “ ky with k in K and θpyq “ y´1.
Then pG,Kq is a Gelfand pair.
Proof. Let x “ ky with k in K and θpyq “ y´1, then
θpxq “ θpkq ¨ θpyq “ k ¨ y´1 “ k ¨ x´1 ¨ k P Kx´1K,
hence the statement follows from the previous theorem.
5 Semidirect products
Let N be a locally compact group and K a compact topological group of
continuous automorphisms of N . Hence, as a group, K is a subgroup of the
group Aut pNq of all continuous automorphisms of N , and K is equipped with
a compact topology which is compatible with the group structure, that is, k ÞÑ
kpnq is continuous on K for each n in N . We consider the semidirect product
G “ K ˙N , where the operation is defined by
pk, nq ¨ pl,mq “ pk ¨ l, kpmq ¨ nq (1)
for each pk, nq, pl,mq in G. The identity of this group is e “ pid, eq, where id
is the identity mapping on N and e is the identity element of N , further, the
inverse of pk, nq is
pk, nq´1 “ pk´1, k´1pn´1qq.
In general, K is isomorphic to the compact subgroup tpk, eq : k P Ku of G, and
N is isomorphic to the normal subgroup tid, nq : n P Nu.
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Suppose now that N is commutative and we write the operation in N as
addition with e “ o. If we define θ : GÑ G by
θpk, nq “ pk,´nq
for each k in K and n in N , then we have that
θrpk, nqpl,mqs “ θpkl, kpmq ` nq “ pkl,´kpmq ´ nq “
pk,´nqpl,´mq “ θpk, nqθpl,mq,
that is, θ is a continuous involutive automorphism of G. On the other hand, we
have
θpk, nq “ pk,´nq “ pk, oqpk´1, k´1p´nqqpk, oq “ pk, oqpk, nq´1pk, oq,
that is, θpk, nq is in K ¨ pk, nq´1 ¨K for each pk, nq in G. By Theorem 11, we
have the following result.
Corollary 5. With the above notation G “ K ˙ N we have that pG,Kq is a
Gelfand pair.
In this case we can say – somewhat loosely – that pN,Kq is a Gelfand pair.
The continuous function f : K ˆN Ñ C is K-invariant if and only if
fpk, nq “ f
`
pk1, oqpk, nqpl1, oq
˘
“ f
`
k1kl1, k1pnqq
for each k, k1, l1 in K and x in N. With the choice k1 “ l and l1 “ k´1l´1 it
follows that fpk, nq “ fpid, lpnqq for each k, l in K and n in N . This means
that K-invariant functions depend on the second variable only, that is, they can
be identified with continuous functions on N by restriction f ÞÑ f |N , and this
restriction is invariant with respect to the action ofK onN : f |N pkpnqq “ f |N pnq
for each k in K and n in N . These functions on N are called K-radial functions
and CpG{{Kq will be identified with the space CKpNq of all K-radial functions.
Hence f is in CKpNq if and only if f : N Ñ C is a continuous function satisfying
fpk ¨ nq “ fpnq for each k in K and n in N . The dual McpG{{Kq is the space
of K-radial measures µ on G satisfying
xµ, fy “
ż
G
ż
K
ż
K
fpk1kl1, k1pnqq dωpk1q dωpl1q dµpk, nq
for each continuous function f : K ˆ N Ñ C. Clearly, K-radial measures can
be identified with those measures µ on N , which satisfyż
N
fpkpnqq dµpnq “
ż
N
fpnq dµpnq
for each continuous function f : N Ñ C and for every k in K. The space of
K-radial measures will be denoted by MKpNq.
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Given a continuous function f : KˆN Ñ C its K-projection is the function
f#pnq “
ż
K
fpkk1l1, kpnqq dωpkq dωpl1q “
ż
K
fpk, kpnqq dωpkq.
For each pk,mq in K ˆ N the K-radial measure δ#pk,mq is independent of k:
δ
#
pk,mq “ δ
#
m, and for each K-radial function f we have
τmfpnq “ δ
#
´m ˚ fpnq “
ż
K
fpn` kpmqq dωpkq
We obtain important special cases with the choice N “ Rn and K “ Opnq,
or K “ SOpnq, or N “ Cn and K “ Upnq, or K “ SUpnq. In all these cases
pRn,Kq is a Gelfand pair, and the space CpG{{Kq, resp. McpG{{Kq will be
identified with CKpR
nq, resp. MKpR
nq. Convolution in MKpR
nq, resp. be-
tween MKpR
nq and CKpR
nq is the same as in McpR
nq, resp. between McpR
nq
and CpRnq.
6 Spherical functions
From now on we suppose that pG,Kq is a Gelfand pair. For every f in
CpG{{Kq and for each y in G the K-invariant measure
Df ;y “ δ
#
y´1
´ fpyqδe
is called the modified K-spherical difference corresponding to f and y (see [8, 9,
10]). Given f in CpG{{Kq the closure of the K-ideal generated by all modified
K-spherical differences of the form Df ;y with y in G will be denoted by Mf .
Theorem 12. Let f be in CpG{{Kq. The K-ideal Mf is proper if and only if
fpeq “ 1, and f satisfies ż
K
fpxkyq dωpkq “ fpxqfpyq (2)
for each x, y in G. In this case Mf is a maximal ideal and we have
McpG{{Kq{Mf – C.
Proof. Suppose that Mf is a proper ideal. Then V “ M
K
f is a nonzero K-
variety, by Theorems 4 and 6. Let ϕ ‰ 0 be in V , then we have for each x, y, z
in G
0 “ xDf ;y, δ
#
z ˚ ϕy “ xδ
#
y´1
, δ#z ˚ ϕy ´ fpyq δ
#
z ˚ ϕpeq “
pδ#z ˚ ϕq
#py´1q ´ fpyq
ż
K
ż
K
ϕpkz´1lq dωpkq dωplq “
ż
K
ż
K
ż
K
ϕpz´1ll1y´1k1q dωplq dωpl1q dωpk1q´fpyq
ż
K
ż
K
ϕpkz´1lq dωpkq dωplq “
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“ż
K
ϕpz´1ly´1q dωplq ´ fpyq
ż
K
ϕpz´1lq dωplq “
ż
K
ϕpz´1ly´1q dωplq ´ fpyqϕpz´1q.
The substitution z “ e gives ϕpy´1q “ fpyqϕpeq thus ϕpeq ‰ 0 and we obtain
equation (2) and fpeq “ 1.
We have proved that V consists of all constant multiples of qf . In particular,
V is a one dimensional vector space, which implies, by Theorem 6, that Mf is
a maximal ideal. We show that McpG{{Kq{Mf , as an algebra, is isomorphic to
the algebra of complex numbers.
For each µ in McpG{{Kq we define
Φpµq “ xqµ, fy.
Clearly, Φ : McpG{{Kq Ñ C is a surjective continuous linear functional. For
µ, ν in McpG{{Kq we have
Φpµ ˚ νq “ xµ ˚ ν, qfy “ ż
G
ż
G
qfpuvq dµpuq dνpvq “ ż
G
ż
G
qfpuvq dµ#puq dν#pvq “
ż
G
ż
G
ż
K
ż
K
ż
K
ż
K
qfpkull1vk1q dωpkq dωplq dωpl1q dωpk1q dµpuq dνpvq “
ż
G
ż
G
ż
K
qfpulvq dωplq dµpuq dνpvq “ ż
G
ż
G
ż
K
fpulvq dωplq dqµpuq dqνpvq “
ż
G
ż
G
fpuqfpvq dqµpuq dqνpvq “ ΦpµqΦpνq,
that is, Φ is an algebra homomorphism. On the other hand,
ΦpDf ;yq “ Φpδ
#
y´1
q ´ fpyq “
xpδ#
y´1
qq, fy ´ fpyq “ xδ#y , fy ´ fpyq “ f#pyq ´ fpyq “ 0,
as f is K-invariant. It follows that Mf is a subset of the kernel of Φ. As Φ is
continuous, its kernel is a closed maximal ideal, hence, in fact, Mf is the kernel
of Φ. As Φ is surjective, we have McpG{{Kq{Mf – C.
Now we suppose that fpeq “ 1, and f satisfies (2). Then it is easy to check
that qf is inMKf , henceMf is proper, by Theorem 6. The theorem is proved.
We call the nonzero K-invariant function f a K-spherical function, if it
satisfies equation (2) for each x, y in G. In this case fpeq “ 1. By the previous
theorem, there is a one-to-one correspondence between K-spherical functions on
G and those maximal ideals of the algebra McpG{{Kq whose residual algebra is
topologically isomorphic to C. Such maximal ideals are called – in accordance
with the terminology in the commutative case – exponential maximal ideals (see
e.g. [8]). In other words, a maximal ideal in McpG{{Kq is exponential, if it
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is the kernel of a continuous algebra homomorphism of McpG{{Kq onto C. In
particular, every exponential maximal ideal is closed. It follows immediately
that, in the case of commutative G, the K-spherical functions are exactly the
exponentials of the group G{K.
We have the following characterization of K-spherical functions. We call the
function f in CpGq normed if fpeq “ 1.
Theorem 13. The f be a continuous K-invariant function. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
i) The function f is a K-spherical function.
ii) The function f is nonzero and satisfies (2) for each x, y in G.
iii) The function f is normed and for each K-invariant measure µ there exists
a complex number λµ such that µ ˚ f “ λµ ¨ f
iv) The function f is a common normed eigenfunction of all translation oper-
ators τy with y in G.
v) The function f is normed and the ideal Mf is an exponential maximal ideal.
vi) The function f is normed and the mapping µ ÞÑ xµ, qfy is a nonzero multi-
plicative functional of the algebra McpG{{Kq with kernel Mf .
Proof. The first two statements are equivalent, by definition.
Suppose that f is nonzero and satisfies (2) for each x, y in G. Let µ be a
K-invariant measure, then we have
µ ˚ fpxq “
ż
G
fpy´1xq dµpyq “
ż
G
qfpx´1yq dµpyq “ ż
G
qfpx´1yq dµ#pyq “
ż
G
ż
K
ż
K
qfpx´1kylq dωpkq dωplq dµpyq “ ż
G
ż
K
qfpx´1kyq dωpkq dµpyq “
ż
G
ż
K
fpy´1kxq dωpkq dµpyq “
ż
G
fpy´1q dµpyq ¨ fpxq,
which proves iiiq with λµ “
ş
G
fpy´1q dµpyq.
As τyf “ δy´1 ˚ f , iiiq obviously implies iq.
If f is a common normed eigenfunction of all translation operators τy with
y in G, then τpfq is a one dimensional variety. It is easy to see that τp qfq is a
one dimensional variety, too. Hence τp qfqK is a maximal ideal in McpG{{Kq,
by Theorem 6. In the proof of Theorem 12 we have seen that τp qf qK “ Mf .
The proof of the statement that Mf is exponential is included in the proof of
Theorem 12, too.
Now we suppose that the ideal Mf is an exponential maximal ideal and f
is normed. Then we define Φpµq “ xµ, qfy for each µ in McpG{{Kq. We can
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perform the same calculation as in the proof of Theorem 12 to show that Φ is
a multiplicative functional of the algebra McpG{{Kq. As
Φpδ#e q “ xδe,
qfy “ qfpeq “ fpeq “ 1,
hence Φ is nonzero. The statement about the kernel of Φ is proved in Theorem
12, too.
Finally, we suppose that the mapping µ ÞÑ xµ, qfy is a nonzero multiplicative
functional of the algebra McpG{{Kq with kernelMf and f is normed. We have
for each x in G
fpxq “ xδ#
x´1
, qfy “ Φpδ#
x´1
q,
hence
fpxqfpyq “ Φpδ#
x´1
qΦpδ#
y´1
q “ Φpδ#
x´1
˚ δ#
y´1
q “ xδ#
x´1
˚ δ#
y´1
, qfy “
ż
G
ż
G
qfpuvq dδ#
x´1
puq dδ#
y´1
pvq “
ż
G
ż
G
ż
K
ż
K
ż
K
ż
K
qfpkulk1vl1q dωpkq dωplq dωpk1q dωpl1q dδx´1puq dδy´1pvq “ż
G
ż
G
ż
K
qfpulvq dωplq dδx´1puq dδy´1pvq “ż
K
qfpx´1ly´1q dωplq “ ż
K
fpylxq dωplq,
and the theorem is proved.
7 The case N “ Rn and K “ SOpnq
We consider the general situation exhibited in Section 5 with N “ Rn and
K “ SOpnq, the special orthogonal group. In this case the semidirect product
G “ SOpnq ˙ Rn is called the group of Euclidean motions (see also [2]). The
elements pk, aq in G can be thought as the product of a rotation k in SOpnq and
a translation by a in Rn. Hence the pair g “ pk, aq operates on Rn by the rule
g ¨ x “ k ¨ x` a
for each x in Rn. By Corollary 5, we conclude that pRn, SOpnqq is a Gelfand
pair. K-radial functions are those continuous functions f : Rn Ñ C satisfying
fpxq “ fpk ¨ xq
whenever x is in Rn and k is a real orthogonal nˆnmatrix with determinant `1.
Similarly, the compactly supported measure µ is K-radial if and only if it sat-
isfies ż
Rn
fpxq dµpxq “
ż
Rn
fpk ¨ xq dµpxq
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for each continuous function f : Rn Ñ C and for each real orthogonal n ˆ n
matrix k with determinant `1.
The proof of the following result can be found in [2].
Theorem 14. The K-radial function ϕ : Rn Ñ C is a K-spherical function if
and only if it is C8, it is an eigenfunction of the Laplacian, and ϕp0q “ 1.
Let ϕ be a C8 K-radial function on Rn, which is a solution of ∆ϕ “ λϕ for
some complex number λ. Let ϕ0 be defined for real r as
ϕ0prq “ ϕpr, 0, 0, . . . , 0q,
then
ϕpxq “ ϕ0p}x}q
holds for each x in Rn and ϕ0 is a regular even solution of the differential
equation
d2ϕ0
dr2
`
n´ 1
r
dϕ0
dr
“ λϕ0,
hence it is proportional to the Bessel–function Jλ defined by
Jλprq “ Γ
`n
2
˘ 8ÿ
k“0
λk
k! Γpk ` n
2
q
´r
2
¯2k
.
As Jλp0q “ 1 follows that ϕ is a K-spherical function if and only if
ϕpxq “ Jλp}x}q
holds for each x in Rn with some complex number λ (see [2]).
8 Spherical monomials
The function ϕ in CpG{{Kq is called a generalized K-spherical monomial, if
there exists a K-spherical function s and a natural number n such that we have
for each x, y1, y2, . . . , yn`1
Ds;y1 ˚Ds;y2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚Ds,yn`1 ˚ ϕpxq “ 0. (3)
Lemma 2. The nonzero function ϕ in CpG{{Kq is a generalized K-spherical
monomial if and only if there exists a unique exponential maximal ideal in
McpG{{Kq and a natural number n such that
Mn`1 Ď Ann τpϕq.
Proof. Let ϕ ‰ 0 be a generalized K-spherical monomial. Then there exists
a K-spherical function s and a natural number n such that (3) holds for each
x, y1, y2, . . . , yn`1 in G, and, by the commutativity of McpG{{Kq, we have
Ds;y1 ˚Ds;y2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚Ds,yn`1 ˚ ψpxq “ 0
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whenever ψ is in τpϕq. As the measures Ds;y1 ˚Ds;y2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚Ds,yn`1 generate the
ideal whose closure is Mn`1s we infer that M
n`1
s Ď Ann τpϕq. As ϕ is nonzero,
there exists a maximal ideal M in McpG{{Kq such that Ann τpϕq ĎM , which
implies
Mn`1s ĎM.
Maximal ideals are prime, hence we conclude M “Ms, which is an exponential
maximal ideal. If N is a maximal K-ideal with the property that
Nk`1 Ď Ann τpϕq
for some natural number n, then we have
Nk`1 ĎMs,
and Ms is prime, hence we conclude N “Ms.
The converse statement is obvious.
If s is a K-spherical function and Mn`1s Ď Ann τpϕq Ď Ms holds for some
natural number n, then we say that the generalized K-spherical monomial ϕ
corresponds to s. By the above lemma, s is unique. The smallest natural number
n with this property is called the degree of ϕ. The zero function is a generalized
K-spherical monomial but we do not assign a degree to it.
We call a generalizedK-spherical monomial simply a K-spherical monomial,
if it generates a finite dimensional K-variety. By the definition, the set of all
generalizedK-spherical monomials of degree n corresponding to theK-spherical
function s is AnnMn`1s and the set of all generalized K-spherical monomials
corresponding to s is
Ť
nPNAnnM
n`1
s . Further, given the K-variety V the
set of all generalized K-spherical monomials of degree n corresponding to the
K-spherical function s in V is V X AnnMn`1s and the set of all generalized
K-spherical monomials corresponding to s in V is V X
Ť
nPNAnnM
n`1
s .
9 Spherical spectral analysis and spectral
synthesis
Let V be a K-variety. We say that K-spectral analysis holds for V , if in every
nonzero sub-K-variety of V there is aK-spherical function. If G is commutative,
then this is equivalent to spectral analysis for the variety V in CpG{Kq.
Theorem 15. Let V be a K-variety. K-spectral analysis holds for V if and
only if every maximal ideal in McpG{{Kq containing AnnV is exponential. In
other words, K-spectral analysis holds for V if and only if every maximal ideal
in McpG{{Kq{AnnV is exponential.
Proof. If K-spectral analysis holds for V and M is a maximal K-ideal with
AnnV Ď M , then obviously V “ AnnAnnV Ě AnnM . Hence AnnM is a
nonzero sub-K-variety of V , which includes a K-spherical function s. It follows
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that Ann τpsq, which is a maximal K-ideal, is a superset of M , hence they are
equal: Ann τpsq “M . As Ann τpsq is exponential, the necessity part of theorem
is proved.
Suppose now that every maximal K-ideal containing AnnV is exponential
and letW be a nonzero sub-K-variety in V . Then AnnW Ě AnnV , hence every
maximal K-ideal containing AnnW also contains AnnV , thus it is exponential.
Let M be one of them; then we have M “Ms for some K-spherical function s,
further AnnW Ě Ms “ Ann τpsq. We conclude τpsq Ď W , and the theorem is
proved.
This is the analogue of the spectral analysis theorems Theorem 14.2 and
Theorem 14.3 on p. 203 in [8].
We say that K-spectral analysis holds on G, if K-spectral analysis holds for
each K-variety on G. This means that K-spectral analysis holds for CpG{{Kq.
If G is commutative, then this is exactly spectral analysis on the group G{K.
Corollary 6. K-spectral analysis holds on G if and only if every maximal ideal
in McpG{{Kq is exponential.
For instance, if G is a discrete Abelian group and K is any finite subgroup,
then McpG{{Kq is isomorphic to McpG{Kq. In this case the condition of the
theorem is satisfied if and only if the torsion-free rank of the group G{K is less
than the continuum (see e.g. [5]).
Let V be a K-variety. We say that V is K-synthesizable, if the K-spherical
monomials span a dense subspace in V . We say that K-spectral synthesis holds
for V , if every sub-K-variety of V is K-synthesizable. We say that K-spectral
synthesis holds onG, if everyK-variety onG isK-synthesizable. It is easy to see,
that K-spectral synthesis implies K-spectral analysis for a variety. Clearly, K-
synthesizability and K-spectral synthesis reduce to synthesizability and spectral
synthesis on G{K if G is commutative. If, for instance, G is a discrete Abelian
group, and K is a finite subgroup, then K-spectral synthesis holds on G if and
only if the torsion-free rank of G{K is finite (see [6]).
For synthesizability of varieties we have the following result (see [8, 9, 10]).
Theorem 16. The nonzero K-variety V is K-synthesizable if and only if
Ann V “
č
M
č
nPN
pAnn V `Mn`1q,
where the first intersection is taken for all exponential maximal ideals M con-
taining AnnV and McpG{{Kq{M
n`1 is finite dimensional.
Proof. By definition of synthesizability and by the remarks at the end of the
previous section, the K-variety V is synthesizable if and only if
V “
ÿ
M
ÿ
nPN
pV XAnnMn`1q.
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On the other hand, applying Theorem 8. on p. 6 in [10], our statement follows.
In the case if N is a locally compact Abelian group and K is a compact
group of its automorphisms as it has been discussed in Section 5 instead of ”K-
spectral analysis on G”, resp. ”K-spectral synthesis on G” we can say simply
”K-spectral analysis on N”, resp. ”K-spectral synthesis on N”.
10 Extension of L. Schwartz’s spectral synthesis
In his monumental and pioneer work [7] L. Schwartz proved the following
fundamental result.
Theorem 17. (L. Schwartz) Spectral synthesis holds on the reals. In other
words, in every linear and translation invariant space of continuous complex
valued functions on the real line, which is closed with respect to uniform con-
vergence on compact sets all functions of the form x ÞÑ xneλx span a dense
subspace (n is a natural number, λ is a complex number).
As a consequence, every complex valued continuous function on the real
line can be uniformly approximated on compact sets by linear combinations
of functions of the above form, the exponential monomials, which are uniform
limits on compact sets of linear combinations of translates of the given function.
This statement clearly includes the deep existence theorem on spectral analysis:
given any nonzero continuous complex valued function on the reals the smallest
linear space including the function and is closed under translation and uniform
convergence on compact sets contains nonzero exponential monomials. The
proof of this beautiful result depends on hard complex function theory. Since
the above result was published a great number of efforts have been made to
extend it to several variables, that is, to varieties in Rn, but an extension was
possible only in the case of some special varieties, no general result was available.
Finally, almost thirty years later D. I. Gurevich provided counterexamples for
the corresponding result in R2. In fact, in [3] he gave an example for a variety
in R2 whose annihilator is generated by two measures and no spectral analysis
holds on it, and for another variety whose annihilator is generated by three
measures and no spectral synthesis holds on it. These negative results verify the
conjecture that a direct generalization to translation invariant closed subspaces
in Rn may not be proper way to extend Schwartz’s result. In fact, here we
show that a more sophisticated, but still natural generalization is possible in
terms of spherical functions. Our basic observation is the following: instead of
spectral synthesis we consider K-spectral synthesis on Rn, where K “ SOpnq,
the special orthogonal group acting on Rn as it was discussed in Section 7.
In the special case n “ 1 we have K “ SOp1q “ tidu, hence in this case K-
spectral synthesis reduces to ordinary spectral synthesis. However, if n ą 1,
then K “ SOpnq is non-trivial, and K-spectral synthesis is essentially different
from ordinary spectral synthesis. Hence our forthcoming result shows that a
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successful generalization of L. Schwartz’s result in this direction is possible if
”translation invariance” is replaced by ”invariance with respect to Euclidean
motions”. To prove this statement we shall need some preliminary results. In
what follows we let K “ SOpnq, the special orthogonal group.
For each µ in McpRq and f in CKpR
nq we define µK by the equation
xµK , fy “ xµ, f0y,
where the function f0 : R Ñ C is given by
f0prq “ fpr, 0, 0, . . . , 0q
for each r in R. As f is K-radial, and K “ SOpnq acts transitively on the unit
sphere in Rn we have that }x} “ }y} implies fpxq “ fpyq for x, y in Rn. In
particular, fp}x}, 0, 0, . . . , 0q “ fpxq, and
fpxq “ f0p}x}q
holds for each x in Rn.
Theorem 18. The mapping µ ÞÑ µK is a continuous algebra homomorphism
of McpRq onto MKpR
nq.
Proof. It is easy to see that µK is a compactly supported measure on R
n, hence
it is a linear functional on CKpR
nq. Further, we have for each µ, ν in McpRq
and f in CKpR
nq
xpµ ˚ νqK , fy “ xµ ˚ ν, f0y “
ż
R
ż
R
f0ps` rq dµpsq dνprq “
ż
R
ż
R
fps` r, 0, 0, . . . , 0q dµpsq dνprq,
and
xµK ˚ νK , fy “
ż
Rn
ż
Rn
fpx` yq dµKpxq dνKpyq “ż
Rn
”ż
R
fps` y1, y2, . . . , ynq dµpsq
ı
dνKpyq “ż
R
”ż
Rn
fps`y1, y2, . . . , ynq dνKpyq
ı
dµpsq “
ż
R
ż
R
fps`r, 0, 0, . . . , 0q dνprq dµpsq,
hence pµ ˚ νqK “ µK ˚ νK , and µ ÞÑ µK is an algebra homomorphism. Finally,
for each ϕ in McpRq and x in R
n we define
fϕpxq “ ϕp}x}q.
Then fϕ is in CKpR
nq. Given ξ in MKpR
nq we let
xµ, ϕy “ xξ, fϕy.
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We then have for each f in CKpR
nq
xµK , fy “ xµ, f0y “ xξ, ff0y “
ż
Rn
ff0pxq dξpxq “
ż
Rn
f0p}x}q dξpxq “
ż
Rn
fp}x}, 0, 0, . . . , 0q dξpxq “
ż
Rn
fpxq dξpxq “ xξ, fy,
which means µK “ ξ, hence the mapping µ ÞÑ µK is surjective. Its continuity
is obvious.
By Theorem 16, the K-synthesizability of a K-variety can be expressed
purely in terms of the annihilator of the K-variety. We introduce the following
terminology: let R be a commutative complex topological algebra with unit.
The proper closed ideal I in R is called synthesizable if
I “
č
M
č
nPN
pI `Mn`1q, (4)
where the first intersection is taken for all exponential maximal ideals M con-
taining I and R{Mn`1 is finite dimensional. Accordingly, we say that spectral
synthesis holds on R, if every closed ideal I in R satisfies the above equation.
In particular, K-spectral synthesis holds on G if and only if this equation holds
for each proper closed ideal I in McpG{{Kq. The following theorem is a simple
consequence.
Theorem 19. Let R,Q be commutative complex topological algebras with unit.
If spectral synthesis holds on R, and there exists a continuous surjective homo-
morphism Φ : RÑ Q, then spectral synthesis holds on Q.
Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal with Q, then M “ ΦpNq with some ideal N
in R such that N “ Φ´1pMq. Let ψ : Q Ñ Q{M denote the natural mapping,
then ψ is continuous and open. We define
F prq “ ψ
`
Φprq
˘
for each r in R, then F : R Ñ Q{M is a continuous homomorphism. Clearly,
F is surjective. If F prq “ 0, then Φprq is in Kerψ “ M , that is, r is in N . It
follows that R{N – Q{M , a field, hence N “ KerF is a closed maximal ideal.
By assumption, N is exponential, hence M is exponential, too.
Let J be a proper closed ideal in Q and let I “ Φ´1pJq. Then I is a proper
closed ideal in R, hence it is synthesizable, by assumption. It follows that (4)
holds. Then we have
J “
č
ΦpMq
č
nPN
pJ ` ΦpMqn`1q, (5)
and here the first intersection extends for all maximal ideals ΦpMq containing J .
Indeed, the left hand side is clearly a subset of the right hand side. Suppose
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now that q “ Φprq is not in J , then r is not in I. By equation (4), there exists
a maximal ideal M with I ĎM , and a natural number n0 such that r is not in
I `Mn0`1, hence q “ Φprq is not in J ` ΦpMqn0`1. It follows that (5) holds.
What is left is to show that Q{ΦpMqn`1 is finite dimensional for every
maximal ideal M with I Ď M and for each natural number n. We define
F : R{Mn`1 Ñ Q{ΦpMqn`1 by
F pr `Mn`1q “ Φprq ` ΦpMqn`1
for each r in R. We have to show that the value of F is independent of the
choice of r in the coset r ` Mn`1. Suppose that r ´ r1 is in M
n`1, that is
r ´ r1 “
ř
x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn`1, where the sum is finite, and x1, x2, . . . , xn`1 is in M .
Then
Φprq “ Φpr1q `
ÿ
Φpx1qΦpx2q ¨ ¨ ¨Φpxn`1q,
hence Φprq and Φpr1q are in the same coset of ΦpMq
n`1. As F is clearly a
surjective homomorphism, we infer that Q{ΦpMqn`1 is finite dimensional and
the proof is complete.
Now we are ready to present our main result on the extension of L. Schwartz’s
spectral synthesis result Theorem 17.
Theorem 20. Let K “ SOpnq for every positive integer n acting on Rn. Then
K-spectral synthesis holds on Rn.
Proof. Our statement is a consequence of L. Schwartz’s Theorem 17 using The-
orem 18, and Theorem 19.
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